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“If you had a million dollars to spend on online marketing, what percentage of the NZ population could you persuade to sign a petition that you wanted championed?”

Summary

Online Marketing is one of the main ways of advertising, whether it be a service, a product, or in our case, a petition. There are many different online platforms that can be used to advertise your product, through Google or other search engines, or social media platforms. Online marketing reaches many more people than a traditional marketing method would, as anyone can see your advertisement at any time, from anywhere.

To cover a wide range of demographics, we decided to focus on social media as well as Google AdWords as the platforms on which we advertised, as they can be accessed at any time and are used by most people. A large percentage of internet users in New Zealand have social media, which further justifies our thinking to get the maximum number of supporters for our petition.

Introduction

Assumptions

In order to begin approaching the problem, we had to define the question and make appropriate assumptions. First, since it was unspecified we decided that the petition was uncontroversial, as a controversial petition would have a smaller number of people willing to sign it, and may create more ‘buzz’ by outrage or discourse around it. This also means that we ruled out people sharing the petition through word of mouth as an advertising strategy, as this was difficult to quantify, and would not come from our budget. We also decided the million dollars was in New Zealand Dollars, as the question is entirely based within the country otherwise.

New Zealanders Online

The percentage of the New Zealand population using the internet has remained relatively consistent since 2015, ranging from 92% to 89% last year. Taking the average this percentage is 90.25%, which is our current assumed internet users of New Zealand. This means that the absolute maximum number of New Zealanders we can reach would be 90.25% of the total population. In March 2019 Stats NZ estimated that the population of New Zealand was 4,957,400, meaning that the maximum number of New Zealanders it is possible to reach is 4,474,054.

Petition Engagement

We also have assumed that once someone clicks on the petition ad, they are definitely going to sign it. This has been approximated due to the fact that, unlike advertising a product
where people may click on an advertisement to investigate a sale or compare prices, people who click on a petition are already interested in the topic. There could be some accidental clicks, but it is also likely that some people would sign more than once, so any differences caused by this would be negligible.

Advertisement Cost
For static photo advertising, it is likely that the production of this material would incur a small cost, however this is usually small, as artist commissions generally range between $50-500 so we are not including it in our calculations. Additionally, we had more than this in excess from the advertising budget, so there would have been enough to produce the advertisements.

Platform Overlap
Despite overlap in the user base of our chosen advertising platforms, we are assuming that advertising on multiple platforms will not negatively affect the performance of that advertising method. This is because the clickthrough and cost per click statistics we found come from real life situations in which advertising was likely already taking place across multiple platforms.

Petition Platform
We have decided to use Change.org as it has minimal barriers to signing, only requiring a person’s first and last name and their email address. It is projected that 90.9% of internet users in the United States will send an email in any given month in 2019, which is likely comparable to the New Zealand statistics, as in other regards the nations have similar internet behaviour. Additionally, all of the social media platforms we would be advertising on require an email account to register, so we can assume that everyone who accessed the page with the intention to sign would be able to do so.

Ad-Block
According to the IABNZ/Pureprofile ad blocking in New Zealand survey, up to 25% of desktop/laptop computers use ad block, whereas only 6% of mobile phones and 4% of tablets contain ad blocking software. This means that apps are less likely to have their ads blocked. Additionally, ad block is more likely to be used by younger people from 16 to 34 years of age, so this potentially makes apps one of the best ways to reach this demographic. This adds some level of uncertainty into our revenue from Google AdWords, as these ads are often the most intrusive and most commonly blocked, however, we found it difficult to find firm statistics in this regard.

Advertising Platforms

Facebook
Facebook advertising has a 0.9% clickthrough rate. Assuming everyone who clicks on the ad signs the petition, we can expect 9 signatures for every 1000 views. At the average cost per click rate of $1.72 USD, it would cost $2.63 per signature.
Instagram advertising has a 0.8% clickthrough rate. Assuming everyone who clicks on the ad signs the petition, we can expect 8 signatures for every 1000 views. At the average cost of $0.75USD per click, it would cost $1.15 per signature.

Youtube
According to Google, people who watch YouTube ads to completion are 23 times more likely to visit or subscribe to a brand channel, share a brand video, or watch more by the brand. Even those who don’t watch to the end are 10 times more likely to do one of those things. However the median cost per click is 5.52 NZD, which is at least 100% higher than any other online marketing scheme. The median click through rate for youtube is 0.24% which is very low when compared to Facebook (0.9%) and Instagram (0.8%).

Google AdWords
There are two options for online advertising with Google, the search network and the display network. The search network displays your website as an ad at the top of a google search. The display network displays your advertisement on a website. We have decided that only the display network would be relevant to this petition as it would be unlikely for people to search for the petition. The clickthrough rate for display ads is 0.35%, meaning we could expect 35 signatures for every 10000 views.

The two pricing options are cost per click pricing (CPC) and cost per thousand (CPM) impressions pricing. CPC pricing is generally better value when the goal is to drive people to the website, so this is the method we would use. The average CPC is $0.58 USD, so we could expect each signature to cost $0.89 NZD.

Google has 95.68% of the market share for search engines. Of the approximate 4,474,054 internet users in New Zealand, approximately 4,280,775 (rounded to the nearest person) use Google as their primary search engine. This means that ads using this platform would reach the vast majority of internet users, regardless of demographics. This meant that we decided to forego other search engines due to the convenience of Google, and its much wider user base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Clickthrough rate (average)</th>
<th>Cost per click/signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>$2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>$5.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google AdWords</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>$0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in Clickthrough Rate and Cost per Click
The Clickthrough Rate is a ratio showing how often people that see an advertisement actually click on it. This varies between platforms and also depends on how long your ad has been running.
Cost per click (CPC) is the amount of money it costs on average to get someone to click on your ad. This varies between platforms and also depends on how long your ad has been running.

We found that clickthrough rate and cost per click change throughout the time your ad is live. This meant we had to do some calculations to extrapolate usable data form the click through rates and cost per click values we found for each platform of ad revenue.

Clickthrough Rate

We could only find data on the average clickthrough rate and the rate of decrease of the clickthrough rate, so in order to find the clickthrough rate for the first viewing of an ad, we had to combine these two data sets.

\[
\frac{\sum (\text{the decreasing } CTR \text{ values}) \times x}{9} = CTR_{\text{average}}
\]

Where \( x \) equals the initial CTR value for each online marketing platform.

This created “\( x \) values,” or an initial clickthrough rate for different companies when researched clickthrough rates were substituted in. The initial CTR of each platform is given below.

Facebook = 1.264%
Instagram = 1.124%
Youtube = 0.337%
Google = 3.512%
Cost per Click

To calculate initial CPC values from the information we had, (average CPC values and a rate of increase of CPC values we used a very similar formula to finding the initial CTR values

\[
\sum \text{(the increasing CPC values)} \times x = CPC
\]

Where \(x\) = initial cost per click value for each online platform.

This sums the increasing CPC values then divides them to find an average CPC increase we then cancel the average CPCs of each to find an initial CPC for each platform. The initial CPC of each platform is given below.

Facebook = 1.366 $/click
Instagram = 0.597 $/click
Youtube = 2.867 $/click
Google = 0.462 $/click

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>CTR Decrease</th>
<th>CPC Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-8.91%</td>
<td>+49.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-16.92%</td>
<td>+62.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-23.34%</td>
<td>+68.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-29.72%</td>
<td>+98.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-41.19%</td>
<td>+127.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-41.38%</td>
<td>+127.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-48.97%</td>
<td>+138.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-49.87%</td>
<td>+161.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User Number and Demographics

Number of Users per Platform in NZ

Facebook has 3,500,000 NZ users as of January 2018, making it the most popular social media. Advertising using the platform means we will reach a large number of New Zealanders, spread across a wide demographic.
Instagram has 1,570,000 NZ users, making it less useful for our cause when compared to Facebook. However it is cheaper per click at $1.15NZD when compared to Facebook at $2.63NZD per click.

Youtube has 3,668,500 NZ users, which gives it more access to the population. Youtube also covers a wider demographic than Facebook or Instagram, however the average click through rate is low at 0.24% when compared to Instagram’s 0.8% and Facebook’s 0.9%.

User Demographic for each Platform

Facebook Users by Age as of January 2018
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Instagram Users by Age as of June 2019, Youtube Users by Age as of March 2018
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Projection Programming

Using the equations above we wrote a program which projected our signatures with respect to our assumptions and calculated costs above. Each round indicates the number of times the ad has been viewed by an individual. We could then modify our ad choices based off of cost and people reached, as it was easier to visualise after seeing the numerical data.
As a group, we decided to not use Youtube as an advertising provider. This was because in our nine projected views of each ad from the simulation, YouTube accounted for 5.8% of signatures and 21.04% of cost, which were hugely disproportionate. This wasn’t cost effective and put us well over the $1,000,000 budget provided, with minimal gain.

Google AdWords reaches the most people across multiple demographics and garners the most signatures. As a group we decided that keeping it for the maximum of 9 rounds was the best option, as our projections showed that it would be the most effective marketing strategy.

We also used Instagram and Facebook to advertise, but for less view ‘rounds’, as they were not quite as cost effective as google. Rather than just using Instagram, the more cost effective of the two, we used them both, as they have very different user bases, and the objective of the investigation was to attract notice of all New Zealanders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>Youtube</th>
<th>Google AdWords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of signatures</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of cost</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One thing we could not account for was the fact that particular users may have seen the ads on multiple platforms, although as mentioned in our assumptions earlier, this effect may have even been beneficial to gaining signatures as users were seeing the messages in multiple places.

Our final decisions for advertising usage were all nine rounds of Google AdWords, as this reached the largest amount of internet users, including many demographics which were unlikely to be on social media. This came to a final projected cost of $716,292. We also wanted to specifically target social media users, which means the posts can be shared and have more interactivity than just a regular banner ad. We decided to use 3 rounds of Facebook advertising ($227,558), and four rounds of Instagram advertising ($518,001), which was more cost effective, as shown in the table above.

Overall, our marketing budget came to $995,651, which left just under $5000 excess. Practically, this would have likely been used for advertising design costs, or hiring human workers, although if not this could always have been invested into some other way to market the petition.

Our predicted reach from the advertising, assuming there were no duplicate clicks from the same person, indicates that we could have reached approximately 1,055,938 New Zealanders, which from our population statement earlier means our total percentage of the population was 21.3%

Appendix

The program written to project our advertising growth.

```python
# coding: utf-8
# Created on Sat Aug 5 14:40:54 2019
# Author: lesliebrown
#

def chances(initial_ctr):
    x = initial_ctr
    return [x, 0.9109 * x, 0.8308 * x, 0.7666 * x, 0.7023 * x, 0.5881 * x, 0.5562 * x, 0.5183 * x, 0.5013 * x]

def cpc(initial_cost):
    x = initial_cost
    return [x, 1.0402 * x, 1.0002 * x, 1.0001 * x, 2.7373 * x, 2.7372 * x, 2.3072 * x, 2.3071 * x, 2.6115 * x]

def projection(pop_size, initial_ctr, initial_cpc):
    chance = chances(initial_ctr)
    cpc = cpc(initial_cpc)
    k = 0
    signatures = []
    cost = 0
    while k < len(chance) and pop_size > 0:
        new_signatures = pop_size * chance[k]
        signatures.append(new_signatures)
        pop_size -= new_signatures
        cost += cpc[k] * new_signatures
    print('Number of signatures = {}, remaining pop = {}, current cost = {}, round {}'.format(sum(signatures), pop_size, cost, k + 1))
    k += 1

print('---')
print('Facebook')
projection(3500000, 0.013, 1.864)
print('---')
print('Instagram')
projection(3500000, 0.01124, 0.597)
print('---')
print('Google')
projection(3500000, 0.00357, 2.667)
```
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